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HP TRONIC optimises 
SAP systems with Data Sync 

Manager Client Sync
Using smaller test systems to capitalise on HANA DB investment
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HP TRONIC was founded 30 years ago and is based in the  
Czech Republic. The company is a market leader in consumer 
electronics and household appliances in the Czech Republic  
and Slovakia. Their portfolio includes DATART, Euronics,  
Eta and the e-shops, Kasa.cz and Hej.sk. The company also  
operates in tourism and gastronomy, managing the Valachy  
resort. This complex has four hotels with wellness areas, a ski 
resort and golf course in Velké Karlovice and Bistrotéka Valachy 
in Zlín. HP TRONIC currently has over 3,000 employees.

Following a recent move to HANA DB, the main challenge  
for HP TRONIC was cutting costs for HANA DB-certified 
hardware. They needed to optimise the size of and time slice 
non-productive environments. HP TRONIC’s local SAP®  
partner was involved in the data refresh process, thus incurring 
additional costs. HP TRONIC decided to take responsibility  
for their SAP Test Data Management agenda internally.

HP TRONIC decided to use EPI-USE Labs’ Data Sync 
Manager™ (DSM) Client Sync™, allowing them to automate 
and speed up the client copy process, with few demands on 
employees and their time. They were particularly attracted 
to its ability to time-slice standard SAP and customer tables 
consistently. The whole tool was implemented in just a 
couple of days, including training.

Seeking ways to reduce costs 

Data Sync Manager Client Sync  
improves client copy process

About HP TRONIC

       DSM Client Sync 
allowed us to improve the 
quality of our development 
significantly.”

Karel Ročák, IT Director,  
HP TRONIC

Reduced infrastructure  
and hosting costs

Streamlined quality  
assurance processes

New methods for testing  
and development 
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The most important part of the project was the ability to create different copies 
of the system for a specific purpose or project, which was not possible before.  

It opened up new procedures and methods for testing and development.

Karel Ročák, IT Director, HP TRONIC

DSM Client Sync allows HP TRONIC to address their SAP Test Data Management independently. They can also 
optimise and size their non-productive environment, saving both hardware and hosting costs.

Savings in hardware and hosting costs

As a global software solutions and managed services company, EPI-USE Labs helps you to maximise the 
performance, management and security of your SAP® and SAP SuccessFactors® systems. Our clients tell us every 
day how we have transformed their business operations.

Contact us to find out how we can help you solve your business challenges.

epiuselabs.com | sales@labs.epiuse.com

About EPI-USE Labs 


